Anticipated Last Performance Date for Payment: Anticipated date of the last performance year for business to be eligible to claim final payment.

Award Duration: Expected duration of the contract. (Given in Years)

Award End Date: Date of contract expiration.

Blank Row or Column: Means that the performance measurement is not required, available, or applicable.

Business Name: Legal name of incentive recipient.

Business Size: The firm size class of the participant business, or where owned by a parent company the firm size class of the participant business’s parent company, using the firm size classes established by the United States Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics. (If information is available). This information is collected during the initial application process and is given to DEO by the applicants.

Capital Investments Confirmed By Year: Incremental confirmed amount of capital investment expenditures by the incentive recipient as of the last confirmation date.

Total Confirmed Amount Paid (To Date): Total amount of state investment paid to the participant business to date under the terms of the contract, as of the last confirmation date.

Confirmed Amount Paid by Year: Incremental amount of state investment that has been paid to the participant business.

Confirmed Average Annual Wage: Amount of Average Annual Wage Confirmed by DEO. (This is only applicable to projects with the start date on or after October 1, 2013.)

Confirmed Average Annual Wage by Year: Incremental average annual wage confirmed by DEO attributable to the project as of the last confirmation date, broken down year by year. (This is only applicable to projects with the start date on or after October 1, 2013.)

Confirmed Average Annual Wage (Most Recent Year): Amount of confirmed average annual wage the incentive recipient has paid as of the last confirmation date.

County of Project: Florida County in which the incentive recipient’s project is located.

Cumulative Confirmed Amount Paid by Year: Incremental amount of state investment that has actually been paid to the participant business.

Cumulative Net New Jobs Confirmed By Year: Incremental cumulative direct jobs attributable to the project as of the last confirmation date, broken down year by year.

Date of Award: Date contract was executed.
End Date: End range of Start Date.

Headquarters Location: City and State of the Parent Company or Headquarter (If applicable and available).


Incentive Programs: A complete list of incentives approved for a business.

Incentive Status: See detailed project status descriptions below.

Incremental: Annual basis.

Last Modification Date: Date on which the information collected and published for each project was last updated.

Maximum Potential Award Approved (If Required, Includes LFS): Maximum eligible amount of the incentive award approved per incentive award, including the local financial support commitment for the refund programs.

Maximum Potential State Investment: Maximum eligible amount of the incentive award(s) for the project. (If business recipient is receiving more than one incentive, this value is the sum of the Maximum Potential Award Approved).

Project Name: DEO Internal Naming Convention given to applicants.

Project Status: See detailed project status descriptions below. (Note that projects receiving multiple incentives can remain active as long as one incentive is still active)

Small Business: Whether the participant business qualifies as a small business as defined in section 288.703 of the Florida Statutes.

Start Date: Date contract was executed.

Target Industry: Industry sector of incentive recipient.

Total Capital Investments Confirmed (To Date, and If Required): Total confirmed amount of capital investment expenditures by the incentive recipient as of the last confirmation date.

Total Capital Investment Required (If Applicable): Amount of capital investment the incentive recipient is contractually obligated to spend throughout the duration of the agreement.

Total Confirmed Economic Benefit: Return on Investment generated by the project using the economic impact model developed by the Office of Economic and Demographic Research (EDR) by using actual values to show variance between what was projected and what is confirmed. This evaluative calculation is only conducted for completed and inactive projects. (The value is derived from the ratio of State
Dollars to Return of Revenue). For more information, refer to EDR’s Model Methodology section for more detail.

**Total Cumulative Capital Investment Required (If Applicable):** Amount of capital investment the incentive recipient is contractually obligated to spend throughout the duration of the agreement.

**Total Cumulative Confirmed Amount Paid (To Date):** Total amount of state investment paid to the participant business to date under the terms of the contract, as of the last confirmation date.

**Total Cumulative Net New Jobs (To date):** Number of confirmed direct cumulative net new jobs the incentive recipient has created as of the last confirmation date.

**Total Jobs Committed:** Number of net new jobs the incentive recipient is contractually obligated to create throughout the duration of the agreement.

**Total Jobs Retained (If Required):** Number of jobs the incentive recipient is contractually obligated to retain throughout the duration of the agreement. (This component is not be applicable to all incentive programs)

**Total Local Financial Support Commitment:** For a project that requires local financial support, the total cumulative local financial commitment for the project. (Note, local financial support is only required for Qualified Target Industry Tax Refund, Brownfield Redevelopment Bonus Refund, and Qualified Defense and Space Contract Tax Refund.)

**Total Projected Economic Benefit:** Expressed as an economic impact model to analyze the projected economic benefit/return on investment over ten years for each applicant requesting incentives for a project. The current model uses the RIMS II multiplier and the value is derived from the ratio of State Dollars to Return of Revenue. For more information, refer to EDR’s Model Methodology section for more detail.

**PROJECT STATUS**

**Active:** Project is still considered eligible for program participation.

**Complete:** Project has received all eligible funding and submitted all closing documents.

**Inactive:** Project was approved, contract executed, some performance measures were met and project received at least one payment before becoming ineligible to continue program participation.

**Terminated:** Project was approved; contract executed, but did not receive any payments before becoming ineligible to continue program participation.

**Expired:** Project was certified to receive a tax exemption for a period of two years. If the Business does not renew the exemption biennially, the exemption ends/expires.